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Abstract

Light-sheet fluorescence micros-

copy (LSFM) allows volumetric live

imaging at high-speed and with

low photo-toxicity. Various LSFM

modalities are commercially avail-

able, but their size and cost limit

their access by the research com-

munity. A new method, termed

sub-voxel-resolving (SVR) light-

sheet add-on microscopy (SLAM), is

presented to enable fast, resolution-

enhanced light-sheet fluorescence imaging from a conventional wide-field micro-

scope. This method contains two components: a miniature add-on device to regu-

lar wide-field microscopes, which contains a horizontal laser light-sheet

illumination path to confine fluorophore excitation at the vicinity of the focal

plane for optical sectioning; an off-axis scanning strategy and a SVR algorithm

that utilizes sub-voxel spatial shifts to reconstruct the image volume that results

in a twofold increase in resolution. SLAM method has been applied to observe

the muscle activity change of crawling C. elegans, the heartbeat of developing

zebrafish embryo, and the neural anatomy of cleared mouse brains, at high spa-

tiotemporal resolution. It provides an efficient and cost-effective solution to
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convert the vast number of in-service microscopes for fast 3D live imaging with

voxel-super-resolved capability.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) has recently
emerged as an imaging technique of choice for life sci-
ence research [1–3]. With sharp plane illumination and
orthogonal wide-field detection, LSFM allows rapid three-
dimensional imaging of live samples with high axial reso-
lution and low photo-toxicity [2–7]. Variants of LSFM,
such as selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM),
multi-directional SPIM (mSPIM), ultramicroscopy, digitally
scanned light-sheet microscopy, and Bessel plane illumina-
tion microscopy, have been developed in the past decade to
increase the image resolution and expand imaging capacity
from single cells to an entire cleared mouse [3, 7–19]. How-
ever, conventional LSFM modalities are often complicated
and require special sample mounting, thus restricting their
accessibility by general researcher community [2, 15,
20–22]. Several user-friendly LSFM methods, such as lattice
microscopy [9], diSPIM [6, 23], and OTLS [24, 25], are
recently developed to turn the light-sheet microscopy verti-
cally, permitting laterally unconstrained imaging of sam-
ples commonly prepared on slides. By using an inverted
45� design, OTLS further allows for high-throughput
imaging of samples immersed in a multi-well plate or
microfluidic chip. Meanwhile, compact LSFM systems,
for example, Open-SPIM, are also invented with simpli-
fied structures and reduced cost, disseminating advanced
biological imaging for less-funded environments [26, 27].

Despite the abovementioned variations, all LSFM
modalities operate on a fundamentally similar platform: a
separate laser light-sheet illumination path, and wide-field
detection system. Therefore, existing wide-field micro-
scopes can be retrofitted for LSFM by adopting the light-
sheet illumination source. Given the number of wide-field
epifluorescence microscopes in service, upgrading existing
microscopes for light-sheet illumination should be the sim-
plest and most economical approach for most researchers
to access LSFM imaging. Fluid-based LSFM methods use
capillary or chip to drive the sample flow through a Gauss-
ian laser light-sheet [28–33]. On a portable optofluidic plat-
form, this class of methods can achieve LSFM imaging of
certain types of flowing samples on conventional micro-
scope. Attachable devices, such as Mizartilt, have been
made to provide tilted light-sheet illumination to inverted
microscopes. However, with fixed thickness and confocal

range, the geometry of such tilted light-sheet is only suit-
able for imaging small samples at high magnification. But
at this range, epifluorescence microscopes can already
achieve thin optical sectioning capability [34].

Our previous development of a compact plane illumi-
nation device, which contains a tunable laser light-sheet
illumination and sample mounting units [35], has ren-
dered a simple and versatile tool to implement LSFM
imaging on inverted microscope. Replacing the illumi-
nation system of the host microscope with a compact
plane illumination path, the horizontal light-sheet laser
selectively illuminates and excites fluorophores within
thin focal planes, allowing the existing detection system
to rapidly generate high-contrast fluorescence images.
High-speed recording of consecutively illuminated
planes then enables dynamics volumetric imaging of
live specimens. In addition to converting a conventional
wide-field microscope into a light-sheet microscope, we
further integrate an off-detection-axis scanning scheme and
a sub-voxel-resolving (SVR) algorithm that can three-
dimensionally improves image resolution [36, 37]. Together,
this sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on microscopy
method (SLAM) we herein report enables conventional
fluorescence microscopes to perform resolution-enhanced
volumetric imaging from small or large samples. Using
GPU-based computation, SLAM can further increase the
throughput of image reconstruction and analysis.

We applied SLAM to image samples of a wide range
of sizes, from the tiny behaving C. elegans larva, the beat-
ing zebrafish heart, the vessel system of entire zebrafish
embryo, to the cleared mouse brains. Compared with the
performance of the host microscope, SLAM provides over
10-fold enhanced resolution and a capacity for 3D imag-
ing at up to three volumes per second. We also show that
such a temporal and spatial resolution is sufficient for
quantitative analyses on the cardiovascular dynamics,
vessel formation, and motor activity output.

2 | RESULTS

2.1 | The design and operation of SLAM

Sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on microscopy method
includes a portable add-on device mounted to the
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microscope and an algorithm for processing acquired
images. The device consists of following components:
a collimated fiber-coupled laser as the illumination
source, a cylindrical lens with an adjustable slit to
generate geometry-tunable laser light-sheet, a sample-
handling unit that includes a magnetic holder to mount

and place samples in close proximity to the objective, a
glass chamber to immerse samples in index-matched
liquid, and a tilt stage with a motorized actuator to scan
samples at off-z-axis direction (Figure 1A; Figure S2).
All components are assembled in an aluminum base that
is currently designed to be compatible with Olympus

FIGURE 1 Schematic of the sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on microscopy (SLAM). A, The structure of the add-on device,

consisting of several compact mechanical parts and small optical elements on a device base (D.B.). The major components include: a

collimated fiber-coupled laser (F.L.) as the illumination source; a cylindrical lens (C.L.) combined with an adjustable slit (A.S.) for

generation of tunable laser light-sheet; a magnetic holder (M.H.) for placing the sample close to the detection objective (D.O.); a glass

chamber (G.C.) for housing the sample into an index-matched liquid environment; and a sloped stage (S.S.) driven by a motorized actuator

(M.A.) for scanning the sample through the light-sheet along a direction off-z-axis. B, Conventional microscope's epi-illumination. C, In-

focused plane illumination. D, For 3D imaging, the sample is first mounted on a transparent fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) plate

using 0.5% hydrogel. Then, via a magnet adapter, the plate is firmly immersed into a liquid-filled chamber, with an angle of 30� to the

horizontal plane. E, Sub-voxel scanning off the z-axis. The sample is scanned through the laser light-sheet along a direction 10� to 20� off the
z-axis, while the microscope's detection system simultaneously collects the planar-excited fluorescent signals using a high-speed camera. The

step-size is set much smaller than the light-sheet thickness. This scheme generates a stack of raw images encoded with spatial shifts beyond

the native solution. F, Sub-voxel-resolving (SVR) reconstruction of acquired raw data. First, according to Nyquist sampling theorem, the raw

image stack is separated into several LR stacks along z-axis. With sub-voxel scanning, each LR image stack not only presents native system

resolution, but also carries 3D, sub-voxel information that cannot be resolved in raw data (step 1). Following the reversion of image

degradation process in spatial domain, these LR images are imported into the SVR computation procedure to iteratively solve a voxel-super-

resolved estimate, which resolves structural details beyond the limit of system optics (steps 2 and 3). Lastly, a voxel realignment is applied to

the SVR estimate to correct the shape deformation introduced by sub-voxel scanning (step 4)
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IX73, and can be easily adjusted to fit other models
(Figure S2).

Through the truncation of incident Gaussian beam
using the slit, the illumination unit generates a horizon-
tal laser light-sheet with tunable axial extent of sectioning
(~5-15 μm). Replacing the wide-field illumination of the
host microscope, it restricts excitation at the vicinity of
objective lens' focal plane (Figure 1A). Fluorescent sig-
nals emitted from the illuminated planes are collected via
the original optical path of the host microscope
(Figure S1). Together, they effectively transform wide-
field epifluorescence imaging (Figure 1B) to in-focused,
light-sheet fluorescence imaging (Figure 1C). As shown
in vignettes (Figure 1B,C), due to reduced out-of-focus
excitation, unprocessed images acquired from SLAM
already exhibit improved contrast.

In the sample-handling unit, a motorized actuator
(Z812B, Thorlabs; Table S1) moves the sample through a
stationary light-sheet either continuously or with discrete
step-size. This stage includes a customized tilting plate
that makes the actuator's scanning axis oblique to the
light-sheet. Typically, SLAM scans samples at ~70� to 80�

angles with respect to the x and y dimension of the cam-
era pixel grid (Figure 1D,E), and the microscope detects
fluorescent signals plane by plane with an ultra-fine step-
size (Figure 1E). This unconventional off-z-axis scanning
mode at small step d allows unprocessed SLAM image
sequences to encrypt both lateral and axial shifts (dx, dy,
and dz). These spatial shifts are modeled in the subse-
quent SVR computation to generate output images with
improved resolution. See Supporting Information for the
complete part list (Table S1), part pictures (Figure S2),
CAD drawing (Figure S3), and assembly animation (Video
S1) for the add-on device.

2.2 | The SVR reconstruction of acquired
images

Unprocessed SLAM images already show significant
improvement in contrast and axial resolution to those
obtained by the host microscope due to plane illumina-
tion. A SVR reconstruction of the SLAM image stacks
further increases the system space-bandwidth-product
(SBP), the number of degrees of freedom that an optical
system can extract from a signal [38].

Our SVR procedure is carried out as follows. The raw,
over-sampled SLAM image sequence is first subdivided
into a number of low-resolution (LR) image stacks by
appropriate resampling rate (Figure 1F, step 1). Each seg-
mented image stack presents standard resolutions simply
accepted from the optics combination of plane illumina-
tion unit (axial) and inverted microscope (lateral). Thus,

each LR stack can be considered as a regular SPIM result
that contains sub-voxel resolution, 3D shifts relative to all
other LR stacks. From these LR measurements, a SVR
computation procedure is developed to model their spa-
tial correlation, and applied iteratively to obtain high-
resolution (HR) output across a large image volume
(Figure S6) [33]. In practice, HR output is achieved via
minimizing the following cost function.

bI = IArgMin
XN
k=1

ρ Pk,DkOkSkPð Þ+ λΥ Ið Þ
" #

ð1Þ

where Pk is the Kth LR measurement, and Dk, Ok, Sk
represent the down sampling, blurring, and sub-voxel
shifting operations, which simulate the camera digitaliza-
tion, optical imaging, and off-z-axis scanning in the real
light-sheet imaging process, respectively. The equation
iteratively seeks a final HR solution, which has the maxi-
mum likelihood (evaluated by ρ and regularized by Υ) to
LR measurements after the aforementioned degradation
operations being successively applied to it (Figure 1F,
steps 2 and 3). A voxel re-alignment is applied at the final
step to recover an accurate reconstruction of the sample
from the slight deformation induced by the off-z-axis
scanning procedure (Figure 1F, step 4). We first validate
the efficiency of SVR using simulated images (Figure S7),
and demonstrate below that SLAM-SVR provides a sim-
ple, cost-effective, and powerful tool for HR mapping of
various biological samples.

To verify that our method has a high time through-
put, we compared the image acquisition speed and calcu-
lation speed of SLAM-SVR (0.03 NA illumination and
4×/0.16 detection) and 20× SLAM (0.066 NA illumina-
tion and 20×/0.4 detection). We use a 3.3 × 3.3 × 2 mm
brain tissue as our imaging sample to calculate the imag-
ing time and calculation time in two modes. The results
are compared in Table S3.

2.3 | SLAM-based LSFM imaging under
different modes

Sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on microscopy method
is designed to have the capacity to image samples of a large
size range. By tuning the slit width (typically between
6 and 1 mm) and truncating the incident Gaussian beam,
the illuminating NA for generating the light-sheet could
vary from ~0.066 to 0.02. The geometry of laser light-sheet
is then experimentally measured with its confocal range
adjustable from hundreds of microns to millimeters, and
center thickness from ~5 to 15 μm (Figure S4). The tun-
able light-sheet illumination, together with multiple
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objectives of the host microscope, makes highly flexible
SLAM imaging for biological samples of a large size range
(illustrated in Figure 2).

Using fluorescent beads (~200 nm in diameter) as the
point source, we assessed and compared the performance
of five imaging modes: the 4× epifluorescence mode

(4×/0.16 objective illumination and detection) on a con-
ventional microscope, the 4× SLAM mode (0.03 NA illu-
mination +4×/0.16 detection), the 4× SLAM-SVR mode,
the 10× SLAM mode (0.066 NA illumination +10×/0.4
detection), and the 20× SLAM mode (0.066 NA illumina-
tion +20×/0.45 detection) on a SLAM-enabled conventional

FIGURE 2 Characterization of SLAM imaging. The x-z point spread function (PSF) images of fluorescent beads (~200 nm) acquired by

five imaging modes: A, the conventional 4× epifluorescence mode (4×/0.16 NA illumination/detection); B, the 4× SLAM mode (0.03 NA

illumination +4×/0.16 detection); C, the 4× SLAM-SVR mode (0.03 NA illumination +4×/0.16 NA detection); D, the 10× SLAM mode (0.066

NA illumination +10×/0.4 NA detection); E, the 20× SLAM mode (0.066 NA illumination +20×/0.45 NA detection). By analyzing the axial

extents and lateral distributions of the PSF of these images, we determine properties of the plane illumination under each mode. The

confinement of axial sectioning, which is a key determinant of the axial resolution, and the confocal range, within which the axial extents of

resolved beads are relatively uniform, are illustrated as blue line drawings. Geometries of these tunable light-sheets generally comply with

the law of hyperbolic focused Gaussian beam, except the one from 4× SLAM-SVR, which maintains a wide plane illumination range by 0.03

illuminating NA but computationally narrows it axial extent by a factor of 2.5. F and G, Linecuts (as shown in insets in A-E) through the

central beads for each method, with 50% intensity level (dashed line) shown for estimation of the FWHM. After SVR reconstruction, the

FWHMs of PSF by 4× SLAM are improved from ~4 μm/10 μm to ~1.7 μm/4 μm, which are not only far better than the measurements by

original wide-field microscope (~4 μm/60 μm), but also comparable to 10× and 20× SLAM (~1.4 μm/5 μm, and ~1.3 μm/4 μm) with higher

N.A. configurations. Scale bars are 100 μm in (A) to (E), and 5 μm in insets. H and I, The lateral and axial PSF variations across the FOV

(x direction) of the five imaging modes in (A) to (E) (15 beads measured for each group), verifying the superior plane illumination across

large-FOV and at high resolution by 4× SLAM-SVR. FWHM, full width at half-maximum; SLAM, sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on

microscopy; SVR, sub-voxel-resolving
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microscope. Figure 2A-E shows the x-z point spread func-
tion (PSF) images measured by five modes, and Figure 2F,
G shows the intensity plots of lines through the resolved
beads (insets in A-E). The full width at half-maximum
values (FWHMs) of these plots indicated the lateral and
axial resolving powers of these modes. Compared to the
wide-field mode, the addition of plane illumination alone
enhanced the axial resolution by ~sixfold, shown as
>60 μm for 4× epifluorescence versus ~10 μm for 4×
SLAM. When SVR computation was applied, the 4×
SLAM-SVR mode further improved the resolution from
~4 μm/10 μm to ~1.7 μm/4 μm. Note that the latter reached
similar resolving powers as the 10× and 20× SLAM
(~1.4 μm/5 μm and ~1.3 μm/4 μm), respectively. Note that
the light-sheet illumination maintains a wide confocal
range (Figure 2B,C, blue drawings), within which the axial
resolution of resolved beads are relatively uniform. Consis-
tent with the law of hyperbolic Gaussian light-sheet, this
uniform illumination range of 4× SLAM is measured ~5
times longer than those of 10× and 20× SLAM with the
0.066 illuminating NA (Figure 2C-E, blue drawings). This
results in a large imaging FOV while achieving similar reso-
lution. Therefore, as SLAM imaging has enhanced the con-
ventional epifluorescence microscope with better axial
resolution and higher contrast, SLAM-SVR further expands
the imaging capability of large organisms, such as whole
zebrafish embryo (Figure 4) and thick mouse brain tissues
(Figure 5), at high throughput.

2.4 | High-speed, dual-color SLAM
imaging of the beating zebrafish embryo
heart

To examine SLAM's temporal resolution, we first per-
formed dual-color imaging of the heart of a zebrafish
embryo to resolve its cardiac hemodynamics. Transgenic
zebrafish embryos with the myocardium and red blood
cells labeled with GFP and DsRed, respectively, were sub-
jected to SLAM imaging with the 10× SLAM mode as
described above. Consecutive frames of beating myocar-
dium (cmlc:GFP) and flowing red blood cells (RBCs,
gata1:DsRed) were simultaneously recorded using a beam
splitter (Hamamatsu W-VIEW GEMINI) and sup-
erimposed afterward to visualize the cardiac hemodynam-
ics. For comparison, we acquired images of heart beating
in one cardiac cycle using the epi-illumination mode.

As shown in Figure 3C, the epifluorescence image
series (at 90 ms interval) were blurry, incapable of demar-
cating cardiac structures. When the same sample was
observed under 10× SLAM mode, the plane illumination
significantly improved the contrast and sharpness. Two
selectively illuminated planes of the heart were imaged at

high spatial resolution, revealing the dynamic changes in
the endo, epicardial boundaries and blood pumping
(Figure 3A,B and Figure S8; Video S2).

Follow-up studies on cardiac hemodynamics were
also enabled because of the improved visualization. We
first segmented the dynamic boundaries of the beating
heart and used computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
analysis to compute its time-variant strain rate
(Figures S8 and S9) [39, 40]. The strain rate variation of
beating ventricle (Figure 3D) is consistent with the peri-
odic diastole and systole stages of heat beating. These
images are also of sufficient quality to allow CFD estima-
tion of the inflow/outflow velocities by the amount of
pumped RBCs (Figure 3E), and transient pressures at the
inner surface (Figure 3F). From these images, we ana-
lyzed the continuous pressure change in one complete
cardiac cycle (Figure S9 and Video S3).

2.5 | SLAM imaging and analysis of an
entire zebrafish embryo

We next tested SLAM's capacity to image entire develop-
ing zebrafish embryo. A 72 hpf zebrafish embryo with its
endothelium labeled with GFP (Tg fli1:EGFP) was imaged
using the 4× SLAM-SVR mode. The reconstructed 3D
blood vessels across the entire embryo encompassed
10 gigavoxels (Figure 4A), where small structures, such as
the subintestinal veins were observable (Figure 4B).

We compared the same structure imaged by the 4×
SLAM (Figure 4C), 10× SLAM (Figure 4D), and epi-
fluorescence (Figure 4E) mode, respectively (see Table S2
for imaging parameters). 4× SLAM showed improved
image quality (Figure 4C) as compared to the epi-
fluorescence imaging (Figure 4E), whereas 4× SLAM-SVR
further broke the SBP limit of the 4× optics, reconstructing
finer cellular details visible at global scale (Figure 4B). In
this mode, different vessel structures across the embryo,
such as mesencephalic vein (Msv), central artery (CtA),
intersegmental vein (IsV), and so on, are all clearly identi-
fied, accurately segmented, and readily quantifiable
(Figure 4F). Lastly, we compared the performance of
SLAM with a SPIM (self-assembled) and a confocal micro-
scope (Olympus FV3000). Images acquired by SLAM
showed comparable quality with those acquired by the
benchtop SPIM and confocal microscope (Figure S10).

2.6 | High-throughput mapping of
cleared mouse brain by SLAM

We three-dimensionally mapped a half mouse brain
(~7.3 × 3.5 × 5.5 mm) at single-cell resolution quickly in
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10 minutes, demonstrating the success of SLAM for large
samples. A half brain (~7.3 × 3.5 × 5.5 mm) of a 8-week-
old transgenic mouse where neurons were labeled by
GFP (Tg:thy1-GFP-M) was optically cleared by uDISCO
[41] (Figure 5A, insets). Cleared brain was then imaged
by SLAM-SVR with a large-FOV setup (0.02 NA illumi-
nation and 4×/0.16 detection). Due to the large-FOV,
only two stitching was required to generate three over-
lapping stacks, each containing 9000 frames acquired in

~3 minutes. The sub-voxel acquisition exhibited a low
photobleaching due to its plane illumination mode and
relatively short imaging time (Figure S11). Applying
SVR and a tile stitching, we reconstructed the half brain
with a super-resolved voxel size of 0.54 × 0.54 × 3 μm.
Figure 5A shows the reconstructed volume rendering of
the brain that encompasses 160 gigavoxels. Transverse
planes at different depths (0.5-5 mm; Figure 5B) verified
the high transparency of cleared brain and success of

FIGURE 3 Dual-color SLAM imaging of the beating heart of zebrafish embryo reveals fast cardiac hemodynamics. Through sharp

optical sectioning by SLAM, high-contrast images from selective planes, 70 μm, A, and 100 μm, B, in z depth can be rapidly obtained at

100 fps. The consecutive images of beating myocardium (cmlc:GFP) and flowing red blood cells (RBCs, gata1:DsRed) are simultaneously

recorded and merged to capture the cardiac hemodynamics. C, Heart images taken by the same conventional microscope without SLAM.

The line profiles through the myocardial walls are plotted (yellow insets in A-C) to indicate the improvement of image contrast by SLAM.

With clearly defined inner and outer boundaries of the beating heart in each image frame in (A) and (B), the strain rate of myocardium

throughout one cardiac cycle is plotted and correlated with the state of heart beating cycle, D. E, Segmentation of a beating heart based on

SLAM images. F, The pressure at different heart junctional boundaries. Scale bars are 50 μm in (A) to (C). SLAM, sub-voxel-resolving light-

sheet add-on microscopy
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deep tissue imaging. A 100-μm depth maximum-inten-
sity-projection (MIP) at mid-brain (3 mm) (Figure 5C) fur-
ther highlights the diverse morphologies of the massive
amount of fluorescence-labeled neurons at different brain

regions (hippocampus, cortex, and thalamus). Similar to
the zebrafish studies, we compared the output of different
SLAM imaging modes. SLAM alone significantly improved
the contrast and resolution of the acquired images when

FIGURE 4 3D visualization and quantitative analysis of a whole zebrafish embryo using SLAM. A, A 72 hpf zebrafish embryo with

GFP-labeled endothelium (Tg fli1:EGFP) is imaged by 4× SLAM-SVR mode. The reconstructed blood vessel system encompasses

10 gigavoxels after SVR computation. The resolved endothelium features of a subintestinal vein at the anterior part of the fish are shown in

(B). C to E, Further compares the same structure imaged by the 4× SLAM, 10× SLAM, and epifluorescence mode, respectively. The line

profiles through the resolved vessels are plotted (red and yellow insets in B-E), to indicate the achieved resolutions by each mode. Following

image reconstruction, different vessel structures across the entire embryo, such as mesencephalic vein (Msv), central artery (CtA), and

intersegmental vein (IsV), are shown in (F). Scale bars are 100 μm in (A), and 20 μm in (B) to (E). GFP, green fluorescent protein; SLAM,

sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on microscopy; SVR, sub-voxel-resolving
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compared to those from the conventional epifluorescence
imaging (Figure 5D). The densely packed neuronal fibers
remain dim in unprocessed SLAM images due to the large-
FOV setup (Figure 5E). Applying SVR computation

(Figure 5F) significantly resolved the neuronal dendrites.
The resolved image volume was comparable to that
acquired at 10× SLAM without SVR, confirming the effi-
ciency of the computation.

FIGURE 5 Fast 3D mapping of the mouse brain by SLAM. A, A half mouse brain (8 weeks), with GFP-labeled neurons (Tg:thy1-GFP-

M, inset) is cleared by uDISCO clearing (inset) and imaged by the 4× SLAM-SVR mode. The digital reconstruction of neurons in the half

telencephalon results in 160 gigavoxels after SVR computation. B, The transverse MIPs (100-μm depth) of mouse brain from superficial

(z = 0.5 mm) to deep (z = 5 mm) layers. Note that the image quality remains sharp at 5 mm in depth. C, Magnified view of the transverse

plane at z = 3 mm depth. D to G, Compared high-resolution vignettes of a small cortex imaged by (D) the 4× epifluorescence mode; E, the

4× SLAM mode; F, 4× SLAM-SVR mode; G, 10× SLAM. H, An image of the same sample taken by an ultramicroscope (10× detection;

~10 μm plane illumination), which shows similar quality as in the 10× SLAM mode. The line profiles through the resolved neuronal fibers

are plotted (red insets in D-H), to indicate the achieved resolutions by each mode. Scale bars are 1 mm (A-C) and 20 μm (D-H). GFP, green

fluorescent protein; MIP, maximum-intensity-projection; SLAM, sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on microscopy; SVR, sub-voxel-

resolving
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Lastly, we compared the output of SLAM with that of
a benchtop Ultramicroscope I (LaVision Biotech, Ger-
many), a light-sheet imaging modality for large samples.
SLAM and Ultramicroscope could reach similar image
quality at similar optical setups (10× detection, ~10 μm
plane illumination; Figure 5G,H). The SLAM-SVR mode
further allows imaging at 4×'s FOV to achieve 10×'s reso-
lution. Thus, SLAM can be readily applied to imaging
applications that require high spatial resolution across
large volumes at high throughput.

2.7 | Rapid functional volumetric
imaging of behaving C. elegans using SLAM

We applied SLAM to image muscular Ca2+ activities of
moving C. elegans in five dimensions (3D space + time
+ spectrum). A transgenic C. elegans larva (Pmyo-
3-GCaMP6s::Cherry) that expresses a genetic calcium
reporter GCaMP6::wCherry in its entire body wall mus-
cles was imaged while animals were allowed to crawl in
1% agarose. We employed a configuration of 20×/0.45

FIGURE 6 Dual-channel SLAM imaging of muscular activities of behaving C. elegans larva. A, Time-lapse, 3D dual-color SLAM

imaging of a moving L2 stage transgenic C. elegans is imaged using ~4 μm laser light-sheet illumination and 20×/0.45NA objective. The GFP

(GCaMP) and RFP (wCherry) two channel signals are obtained simultaneously by a single sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu, Flash 4.0 V3)

combined with an image splitter (Hamamatsu, W-view GEMINI). The plane images are acquired at 200 frames per second. Each worm is

recorded for 12 seconds, generating ~20 consecutive SLAM volumes. B, Time-lapsed volume rendering sequence (6 of 20) that visualizes the

behaving worm in full size and real time. C, Vignette high-resolution views of 6-second time point with x-y, x-z projections, and volume

rendering shown, respectively. The imaging volume is 665.6 × 166.4 × 128 μm3, with 0.325 × 0.325 × 1.5 μm3 voxel size. D, The correlation

between muscle-bending curvature (ventral and dorsal) with that of Ca2+ signal variation. Muscle contractions induced curvature changes

have relatively high correlation coefficients with the fluctuation of local Ca2+ signals. Scale bars are 100 μm. GFP, green fluorescent protein;

SLAM, sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on microscopy
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NA detection, ~4 μm light-sheet illumination, and contin-
uous volumetric sectioning of the entire animal at ~1.7
dual-color volumes per second. For each sample, record-
ing lasted at least 12 seconds during which over 20 image
volumes were acquired (Figure 6A). Fluctuation of
GCaMP6 fluorescence signal intensity, normalized against

that of Cherry signals, was extracted to quantify changes
in the muscle activity.

As shown in six consecutive rendered imaging vol-
umes (Figure 6B,C), acquired images are capable of
resolving the time-varying Ca2+ signal changes of the
entire worm (Figure S12). As shown in Figure 6D, degree

FIGURE 7 Comparison of muscle calcium activities between age-matched wildtype and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) models of

C. elegans. A, Serial SLAM volumetric reconstructions of wildtype and ALS C. elegans model (FUS501) at adult day 1 and day 6, respectively.

GCaMP6 fluorescence signals are acquired at ~3 volumes per second, sufficient to capture the dynamic changes that correlated with muscle

contraction in locomoting animals. The 37 volumes continuously captured in 14 seconds with ~0.38 second interval are shown in Video S2

and S3. B, The fluorescence intensity heatmap illustrates the dynamic changes of each wildtype and ALS animals (n = 10 for each group). C,

Histograms of full volume fluorescence intensity in age-matched wildtype and ALS animal samples. Gaussian-fitting curves approximate

intensity distributions. At day 6, the shift of the Gaussian-fitting curve is larger than at day 1. D, The averaged volume fluorescence intensity

of wildtype and ALS model in day 1 and day 6, respectively. Scale bars, 300 μm. SLAM, sub-voxel-resolving light-sheet add-on microscopy
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of the muscle bending (counted as body local curvature)
was correlated with local Ca2+ signal variations (counted
as GFP/RFP ratio), consistent with the notion that mus-
cle activation causes contraction (Figure 6D). Thus, with
this SLAM device, a conventional microscope gains the
capability of functional volumetric imaging of small-sized
and moving animals.

2.8 | Detecting cellular activity
difference in an amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis animal model by SLAM

To determine if SLAM imaging analyses can reveal quan-
tifiable difference across samples, we compared muscle
activities between wildtype C. elegans and an amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) C. elegans model FUS501. ALS is a
fatal neurodegenerative disorder. FUS is an RNA-binding
protein, where pathological mutations have been identi-
fied in a fraction of ALS patients [42, 43]. A transgenic C.
elegans strain that ectopically expresses FUS with a small
C-terminal truncation (FUS501), has been used to exam-
ine the model the physiological effect of the pathological
form of FUS, including the changes on protein's aggrega-
tion property and subcellular location, as well as mobility
[44, 45]. Indeed, we confirmed FUS501-expressing ani-
mals exhibited significantly reduced bending frequency
when compared to that of wildtype animals, most promi-
nently at aged adults (Figure S13), indicating a muscle
activity loss in aged adults.

We are curious whether SLAM could reveal the mus-
cle activity difference between two strains. We recorded
age-matched day 1 and day 6 FUS501 and wildtype C.
elegans adults. Each group included 10 samples; each
sample was imaged for ~14 seconds at ~2.6 volume per
second, acquiring 37 volumes in total (Videos S4 and S5).
Following SVR and image rendering, the GCaMP6s sig-
nal change was extracted and compared. For quantifica-
tion, the mean value of GCaMP signal change during
each imaging volume (shown as a heat map in
Figure 7B) was used as indexes for overall muscular
activity at such a time interval for each recorded animal.
Histogram of the intensity during the recording period
pooled from all samples in each group was plotted with
Gaussian fitting (Figure 7C), and the mean value of total
signal changes of all samples and during the entire
recording period was plotted for each group (Figure 7D).
In both day 1 and day 6 old adults, the ALS (FUS501)
animal models exhibited reduced signals when compared
to wildtype animals. These results are consistent with a
reduced motility of ALS (FUS501) adults to age-matched
wildtype adults (Figure S13) [46, 47].

3 | CONCLUSION

We report here a simple, efficient, and powerful approach
for advanced light-sheet imaging on a conventional
microscope, SLAM. In addition to the immediate contrast
and axial resolution enhancement by introducing sharp
plane illumination, the continuous sub-voxel-scanning
mode allows for rapid acquisition of shift-modulated
images at a rate up to hundreds of frames per second.
Finally, 3D resolution enhancement is achieved by apply-
ing probability-based SVR algorithm to acquired images,
a procedure that isotropically improves the numerical
aperture of the light-sheet images over twofold. Together,
SLAM results in resolution enhancement over 10 times
to original epifluorescence images.

We applied SLAM to image biological samples and
phenomena of vastly different sizes and frequency. From
the revealing the heartbeat and vessel structure of live
zebrafish embryos, the muscle activities of behaving C.
elegans, to neural anatomy of a cleared mouse brain, the
resolution of SLAM was comparable to those obtained
with benchtop light-sheet modalities. Its ability to
upgrade a conventional wide-field microscope to achieve
high-speed, multidimensional imaging of specimens with
scalable space-bandwidth product renders SLAM a pow-
erful tool for broad biological applications. SLAM's com-
pact and add-on format allows most microscopes in
service to perform light-sheet imaging at an affordable
expense. Lastly, SLAM's open design allows easy combi-
nation with other modules, such as the dual-side illumi-
nation and multi-view functions, per evolving biological
demands.

4 | EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1 | Sample manipulation for SLAM
experiment

Live samples, such as trans-genetic zebrafish embryo and
C. elegans, were mounted on a thin, transparent FEP
slide (0.5 mm thickness, Taobao, China) using agarose
solution (low melt-point, 0.5%-1%). A micro-channel was
engraved on the slide to confine the behaving worm
inside the FOV of microscope. Then the prepared sample
slide was clamped on the wedge-shaped adapter, thereaf-
ter being sucked to the holder by magnetism. As illus-
trated in Figure 1F, neither the illumination laser nor the
emitted signals transmit through the FEP slide so that no
optical artifacts or aberrations from the FEP slide influ-
ence the image quality. For imaging excised mouse brain,
chemical clearing was implemented beforehand to
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minimize the tissue scattering. We used an organic-sol-
vent-based clearing method (uDISCO) to clarify the brain
of a 8-week transgenic adult mouse that was labeled with
Thy 1-green fluorescent protein (line M, Jackson Labora-
tory). The picture of cleared brain tissue was shown in
Figure 5A. Two set screws were in this case used to clamp
the cleared-and-harden mouse brain (also see Figure S2F,
2) and dip it in the glass chamber which was filled with
refractive index-matched solvent (benzyl alcohol + benzyl
benzoate + diphenyl ether, BABB-D).

4.2 | Off-z-axis scanning for SVR
reconstruction

Unlike conventional stepwise z-scan applied in 3D
microscopy, in SLAM-SVR mode, the samples were con-
tinuously moved along a vector with 78� angles with
respect to the x and y directions of the camera pixel grid.
Also based off the Nyquist sampling that is often used,
SLAM scanned the samples through the laser light-sheet
with a sampling step-size significantly smaller than the
light-sheet thickness, and hence created nanoscale shift
components simultaneously in both lateral and axial
directions through a simple 1D motion. The unconven-
tional off-z-axis scanning mode in conjunction with
ultra-small step-size encrypted subtle lateral and axial
shifts into the raw SLAM image stack. As a reference
point, for SLAM-SVR imaging of the zebrafish whole
embryo, the sample was scanned through the laser light-
sheet with a 230 nm step-size, resulting an incremental
lateral and axial shift of ~34 and 225 nm. A low magnifi-
cation detection objective (4×/0.16, Olympus) was used
to cover the entire large sample, and a sCMOS camera
was used to continuously record the fluorescence images
at high speed of 100 fps. The data acquisition time of sub-
voxel scanning was only 35 seconds for zebrafish embryo
(3500 frames in total). Then the recorded plane images
were transferred from the camera to a RAID 0 array of
two solid state drives. Finally, 48 groups of LR, 3D images
were extracted from the raw image stack to compute the
SVR image. A table that sorts the SLAM imaging parame-
ters (axial extent of sectioning, step-size, acquisition
speed, reconstruction speed, etc) for all the demonstrated
samples under different modes is further shown as
Table. S2. The current design of SLAM works with an
inverted conventional microscope, so it only fits the air
objectives with working distance greater than 3 mm and
does not support the use of liquid immersion objective. A
SLAM designed with an upright microscope in future
could avoid the glass between the objective and sample
and allow the use of immersion objective.

Taking the camera under-sampling into account, the
effective lateral and axial resolution of each LR fish
image are limited, being ~4 and 12 μm, respectively, with
yielding ~200 megavoxel SBP over a ~2 mm3 volume.
After modeling the LR image sets with known shifts,
optical aberration and digital decimation, the SVR image
containing 10 gigavoxels could be obtained by iteratively
seeking a HR solution which has maximum likelihood to
the sum of the LR measurements after serial degradations
being applied [36]. With handling the generated sub-
voxel spatial shifts, the SVR procedure estimates the
super-resolved 3D output that best suits a certain condi-
tional probability in spatial domain, and computationally
increases the SBP which is originally clamped by the
physical limitations of system optics. It should be noted
that without the incomplete sampling or shifting, the
SVR method would have the same limits as
deconvolution. Therefore, the algorithm is better suited
to fluorescent imaging of large specimens, for which a
large field-of-view is required and the recorded digital
images are generally under-sampled. Our GPU-based
SVR procedure is exactly developed for such large-scale
computation, being fast with over two-orders acceleration
as compared to traditional CPU-based computation. By
the use of two NVidia GTX 2080ti graphical cards, the
processing time of abovementioned zebrafish embryo
was dramatically reduced from 2 hours to around
1 minute. The speed can be easily improved by using
more GPUs.

4.3 | Dual-color SLAM imaging of live
dynamics

By using a high-speed actuator, we scanned the behaving
C. elegans through a dual-color laser light-sheet (488 and
590 nm) back and forth rapidly (0.3 mm/s). The sample
was optically sectioned with a step-size of 1.5 “μm” and
three-dimensionally imaged at both its forward and back-
ward states with a short exposure of 5 ms and maximum
acquisition rate of ~200 frames per second. We used
an image splitter (Hamamatsu W-VIEW GEMINI,
A82101-01) to simultaneously image dual-channel fluo-
rescent signals onto a single sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu
Flash 4.0 V3). After the mixed fluorescence going
through the splitter, the GFP signals were projected onto
the upper half of the sensor while the wCherry signals
were directed to the lower half (Figure S1). Therefore, we
were able to obtain dual-channel images with one cap-
ture. The consecutively acquired time-lapsed, dual-color
image volumes (“665.6 μm × 166.4 μm × 128 μm” in size)
can be furthermore translated into five-dimensional
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visualization via reversing the images captured at back-
ward state and merging the two channels.

4.4 | Zebrafish embryo culture

Adult Tg(fli1a:EGFP) and Tg(cmlc2:GFP-Gata1:DsRed)
transgenic zebrafish were raised in the zebrafish core facil-
ity of Huazhong University of Science and Technology
(HUST). All the experiments were performed in compli-
ance with the approval of GLA Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee (IACUC) protocol (Zebrafish IACUC
Protocol number: 101004-14). The zebrafish maintained
with filtered fresh water under 14 hours of incandescent
light and 10 hours of dark conditions. In Tg(fli1a:EGFP)
fish, the fli1a promoter-driven enhanced green fluorescent
protein (EGFP) was expressed predominantly in vascular
endothelial and endocardial cells. In Tg(cmlc2:GFP) fish,
the cmlc2 promoter-driven GFP was expressed exclusively
in myocardia cells. The embryos incubated in 31�C with
petri dish. To maintain transparency of zebrafish embryos,
embryos were incubated with egg water containing
0.2 mM 1-phenyl-2-thio-urea (Sigma) to suppress pigmen-
tation at 24 hpf. The live fish embryos are anesthetized
with 0.04 mg/mL of tricaine (MS-222, Sigma) before they
are mounted to the slide for sustained imaging.

4.5 | C. elegans preparation

All strains were maintained at 22�C on NGM plates with
OP50 E. coli as food. The strains used in this study were:
ZM5848: hpIs237 [psu006::GFP-fus(del501)], ZM9140:
hpIs600 [Pmyo-3::GCaMP6::wCherry], SGA45: hpIs237;
hpIs600. In thrashing experiments, animals cultured
16 hours post L4 larva were scored as day 1 adults. Indi-
vidual animals were transferred into 5 μL of M9 buffer on
a glass slide. Thirty seconds after the transfer, the fre-
quency of the body bending was counted for 1 minute
[44]. A single thrashing was defined as a complete sinu-
soidal movement through the head and tail. The same
protocol was used to assess the motor function in day
6 adults.
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